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GN1023 Truck from Thompson Pump arrived at 7:00 sharp. This 
morning we unload two elbows, A, 15-9 ft risers, and bunch of 7 
foot swings. Bill Tanner said he was still waiting to hear about 
the loan or borrow the Jet pump. When the Jet pump comes 
available, the Diversified construction crew will arrive and we 
will begin setting the new well points. First thing this 
morning, Dave Frantz and I hooked up the new bush hog pump, and 
pumped the sump out. It was by no means full, but yesterday we 
attempted to suck up a lot of the loose muck and I was afraid too 
much loose muck had been left in the pump chamber. 

N142 E57 Teresa Hansel and Dave Dickel have found in . the 
eastern half of the unit, some sort of small depositional animal 
of the muck red brown peat. As they came down through it, 
they noticed a Juncture between it and a darker strata underneath 
it. One of the peculiar things about it is that the red brown 
peat essentially peels off the anomaly. It Just cracks up and 
lifts off it. They followed it to the north to within about 30 
cm of the north wall and it grades in and disappears. The same 
thing happened moving into the southern unit about 30 cm. The 
texture appears the same, the only difference is that it is 
darker, and it definitely cracks apart from each other, forming a 
curval linear convex surafce curving to the west. It's like a 
pad of unformed consistant material. At this point we cannot 
envision what it might be, but we have cleared off the surface 
material to the east of it, and will take it down to that level. 
We will expose it more completely and photograph it. We take a 
cross section through the northern edge. That's not been 
terribly informative. 

In N150 E57, which is the disturbed unit at around the 10cm 
level below datum, we're seeing some variation in the tan rubber 
peat. remembering this is in the very disturbed area, some of it 
is red mahogany color, some of it is tan. There is a fair amount 
of bone. We cannot tell but it appears that the bone may in fact 
be buried in the red brown rubber peat layer. Other bone 
fragments are clearly intermixed with the peat black peat or red 
peat but not in the red rubber. This material will be 
pedestaled. Randy Bellomo is laying out two additional units and 
we'll be opening additional units for more people to work in. 
There definitely seems to be several color variations of the 
rubbery material. What the original context is we~re not certain 
at this point. We really need to get a handle on the different 
kinds of rubbery peat and what their depositional context is. It 
is too confused in this northernmost unit to accurately determine 
the sequer,ce. 


